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crisply cold. The first was the day of ceremonial greetings, and the
second the day of celebration. For several months squads of men and
schoolgirls have been working in the big plaza opposite to the
palace, levelling it off, setting up decorative poles, laying out an
enormous number of flowers, and finally building a big pavilion
and rows of seats in front of it for about 50,000 people. They were
the only people, all specially invited, who could witness the cere-
monies, because no one was allowed on the roofs or in the windows
of the big office buildings in Marinouchi, which would have afforded
observation spots for many more thousands. No one may look down
upon the Emperor, and I noticed how completely vacant those roofs
and windows were.
On both days the Emperor and Empress, most of the Imperial
princes and princesses (excepting Chichibu, who has been seriously
ill with pneumonia), and all the highest officials in the country were
present. Prince Konoye was master of ceremonies, and read the
speech to the Throne and led the banzais.
November 11, 1940
At the national celebration to-day we were seated at tables, whereas
yesterday we had no chairs and were obliged to stand throughout,
a little over an hour, which wasn't so bad. To-day a Japanese meal
was served with sake and everything, but we were expected to take
if home in afuroshiki, or big silk napkin, given us for the purpose,
instead of eating it on the premises, and of course we turned it over
to our servants, to whom it is always a tremendous privilege to eat
" Imperial food." There were also a ceremonial dance and a lot of
chorus singing of patriotic songs and band music. Prince Takamatsu
made the welcoming speech in Japanese to the Emperor and then I
had to speak for the Diplomatic Corps.
It was quite an ordeal to walk sedately in front of all the guests
in the pavilion and then in front of the 50,000 people below in com-
plete silence, then to face the Emperor, bow, get out spectacles and
manuscript, read, bow, replace manuscript and spectacles, bow
again, turn backwards, and pace solemnly back to my place; but it
went off all right, and since I made a point of reading slowly and of
carefully enunciating every word, the amplifiers enabled everyone
in the crowd to hear perfectly, as I was told afterwards. Even Mitzi
and the other Embassy servants clustered around our radio and
heard every word, the speeches being broadcast throughout Japan.
The Emperor, who had preserved an almost rigid expression through-
out the rest of the programme, nodded at each of my points and
nodded vigorously when at the end the hope was expressed that
Japan would contribute to the general culture and well-being of
mankind. Arsene-Henry, the French Ambassador, came to see me
the next day on purpose to tell me that he had watched the Emperor's
face and was convinced that his nods of approval were given to
impress the Government and the higher officials of the Empire with

